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Abstract
A new strategy in deriving the Lense-Thirring effect on the orbital elements of a test body in the
field of a rotating mass is presented. The approach adopted in the present work leads, for all the
Keplerian orbital elements, to more direct and easy calculation with respect to the original paper by
Lense and Thirring. Both periodical and secular terms are worked out. While the latter ones result
to be identical to those found there, the former ones are different. The role played by the different
perturbative schemes and coordinate trasformations is investigated. Comparison is also made with
another strategy followed in literature.
1 Introduction.
The structure of the spacetime around a rotating massive body presents the carachteristic
feature, according to general relativity, of exerting a non central force on a test body 1 due to
the total angular momentum of the central object, contrary to Newtonian mechanics in which
the gravitational eects of a body are caused only by its mass, regardless to its rotational
motion. Beacuse of the formal analogies with the electrodynamics, this eect, deduced from
the equations of Einstein for the rst time by Lense and Thirring in 1918 [1], is also dened as
gravitomagnetism [2]. In this work is presented a new, more compact and direct derivation of
it which reveals itself useful especially in the prediction of the behaviour of all the Keplerian
orbital elements of the test body in the gravitational eld of the rotating source. The calculation
involve both the periodic and the secular eect; they are based on a particular form of the
Lagrangian planetary equations in which the rectangular Cartesian coordinates are directly
considered as functions of the Keplerian orbital elements [3, 4] and the Lagrange brackets are
used. The secular eects are found to be identical to those originally worked out in [1], while
for the periodical eects some dierences arise in the rates of the inclination angle i and the
longitude of the ascending node Ω. In [1] the Gaussian perturbative approach in rectangular
Cartesian coordinates is followed, giving rise to long and cumbersome calculation. The results
obtained in this paper are compared also to those obtained in [5]. Allison and Ashby work
in two dierent perturbative schemes in spherical coordinates and their derivation is not more
straightforward than those of Lense and Thirring. The periodical eects released in [5] are
dierent from those quoted here, apart from the node Ω, and also from those of [1].
One of the most promising strategies in the experimental rivelation of the Lense-Thirring
eect consists in detecting the action of the Earth angular momentum on its articial satellites.
The observable quantities of interest are the longitude of the ascending node Ω and the argument
of perigee ω of their orbits thought as enormous gyroscopes which secularly preceed under the
action of the gravitomagnetic force. The rates of the so induced secular precession for Ω and
ω are constant in time. At present, there are two main proposals which point towards the
implementation of this goal: the Gravity Probe-B mission [6], and the approach proposed
by Ciufolini which consists in using the already existing LAGEOS laser-ranged satellite and
launching a third satellite of LAGEOS type-the LARES-with the same orbital parameters of
LAGEOS except for the inclination which should be supplementary with respect to it [7].
1Here by means of test body an uncharged, nonrotating, pointlike mass is intended.
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Recently Ciufolini in [8, 9, 10] has put forward an alternative strategy based on the utilization
of the already existing LAGEOS and LAGEOS II satellites which could allow the detection of
the gravitomagnetic eect at a precision level of 20 %.
It must pointed out that the detection of the periodical eects by means of LAGEOS or
any other satellite could be hardly achieved due to the present experimental accuracy on laser-
ranged observations which lies below the order of magnitude of the non secular eects; the
former amounts to 1 mas while the amplitude of the latter is almost of 10−3 mas.
2 The gravitomagnetic potential
Assuming for the sake of semplicity a perfectly spherically symmetric rotating body as gravi-
tational source, it can be shown [2] that for the general relativity, in the weak eld and slow
motion limit, the force that it exerts on a test particle of mass m is not entirely central, as pre-
dicted by Newtonian mechanics in the same physical conditions, but it contains an additional
term which depends on the total angular momentum J of the gravitating centre.
Indeed, dening
hµν = gµν − ηµν , (1)
where gµν is the spacetime metric tensor and ηµν is the Minkowski metric tensor, the linearized
eld equations, with a suitable choice of the gauge [11, 12], are:







gµνT ), µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3, (3)
with T = Tr(Tµν). The stress-energy tensor is assumed to be:
Tµν = (ρ +
p
c2
)uµuν − pgµν , µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3, (4)










In eq.(4) ρ is the naturally measured rest mass density and p is the pressure due to the
internal stresses. of the mass-energy distribution. If they are neglected, eq.(4) becomes
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Tµν = ρu
µuν , µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3; in the slow motion limit the o-diagonal components reduce
to:
T0k = ρcv
k, k = 1, 2, 3. (6)
In the weak eld approximation the (0k) components of the Ricci tensor are:
R0k ’ 8piG
c4
T0k, k = 1, 2, 3, (7)
so that eq.(2) becomes:
h0k ’ 16piG
c3
ρvk, k = 1, 2, 3, (8)
in which vk, k = 1, 2, 3 are the components of the velocity vector of the gravitational source









j r− r′j dr
′
, k = 1, 2, 3. (9)
If a spherically symmetric rotating body is now assumed as gravitating centre, using a non
rotating reference frame Kfx, y, zg with the z axis directed along J, the fx, yg plane coinciding
with the equatorial plane of the spinning object and the x axis directed toward the vernal point






h(r) is called gravitomagnetic potential. The previous expression, in fact, is quite general and
holds for an arbitrary choice of the reference system.
The standard approach in determining the motion of a test particle in such a potential,








= 0, µ = 0, 1, 2, 3. (11)
In general, it can be proved [11] that the equations of motion of a test particle of mass m freely





’ m(G + cdr
dt
H). (12)
In eq.(12) G = −GMr/r3 is the Newtonian gravitational eld of a spherical body while, in the
present case, H is given by:
H = r h ’ 2G
c3
[




It is dened as the gravitomagnetic eld; it generates a non central gravitational contribute due
uniquely to the angular momentum of the gravitational source that the Newtonian mechanics
does not predict, though the conditions of validity of the eq.(12) are the same for which the
former holds. 2 The eq.(12) and eq.(10) are also valid if the test particle is far away from a
non spherical rotating body [1], because if the distance is great enough all the eects of the
non sphericity in the gravitational eld vanish.
On the other hand, in the electromagnetism, if a localized stationary current distribution
is considered, far from it the potential vector is given, at rst order, by [16]:
A(r) ’ m r
r3
(14)
where m is the magnetic moment of the current distribution. Consequently,
B = rA ’ 3(m  r^)r^−m
r3
(15)
Comparing eq.(10) and eq.(13) with eq.(14) and eq.(15), it appears that the angular momentum
J of a spinning massive object plays the same role of the magnetic moment m of a stationary
current distribution. So it is possible to speak of mass-energy currents whose motion exerts a
non central gravitational force on a test massive body analogous to the Lorentz force felt by a









are formally analogous to the eq.(12). The eq.(16) can be derived by means of the Lagrangian
Le.m. = 1
2
mv2 − qV + q
c
(v A). (17)
where v is the velocity of the particle and V is its scalar potential.
Since one of the most promising way to detect the gravitomagnetic precession consists in
employing articial Earth satellites, it would be helpful to derive the rate equations for the
change in the parameters that characterize their orbits. To this aim one could introduce \by
2Incidentally, may be interesting to note that the eq.(12) are consistent with the fundamental Einstein
assumption [14] that a non accelerated reference frame with a gravitational field is equivalent, within certain
limits, to an accelerated one without any gravitational field. Indeed, if a reference frame solidal with the
rotating body is assumed, the equations of motion for a test particle are formally identical to the eq.(12): the
gravitomagnetic force term m(cdrdt H) is substituted by the Coriolis force term 2m(drdt Ω) where Ω is the
angular velocity vector of the rotating body [11, 15].
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hand" a perturbative term k (v  h) in the gravitational Lagrangian of the particle and use
it in some particular perturbative scheme; the constant k would be determined by means
of dimensional considerations and taking in account that it should be built up of universal
constants. In fact it is possible to show that a non central term analogous to q/c(v  A) can
be rigorously deduced in the Lagrangian of a test body in the gravitational eld of a spinning
mass-energy distribution, and that it can be exploited in deriving straightforwardly the eect
of the gravitomagnetic potential on the Keplerian orbital elements of the test body.
3 The rate equations for the Keplerian orbital elements
The relativistic Lagrangian for a free particle in a gravitational eld is
L = 1
2
mgµν _xµ _xν , (18)
in which the derivatives are taken with respect to the proper time of the particle. The eq.(18)
can be cast into the form:
L = L(0) + L(1). (19)
In eq.(19) the term L(1) is to be intended as containing the contributions of the o-diagonal
terms of the metric:
L(1) = mg0k _x0 _xk. (20)
In this case, recalling that the slow motion approximation is used, the eq.(20) becomes:
L(1)  Lgm ’ mch0kvk = mc h  v. (21)
For dierent derivations of Lgm see also [11, 4, 12]. In this paper it is proposed to adopt Lgm
in order to deriving the Lense-Thirring eect on the orbital elements of a particle in the eld
of a rotating gravitational source.
To this aim it must be assumed that under the gravitomagnetic force the departures of the
test body’ s trajectory from the unperturbed Keplerian ellipse are very small in time. This
allows to introduce the concept of osculating ellipse. It means that, at a given istant of time,
the particle may be assumed to lie on the Keplerian ellipse determined by the position and
velocity at that istant thought as initial conditions for an unperturbed motion; at the next
istant of time the particle will be at a point of another Keplerian ellipse, slightly dierent with
respect to the previous one and determined by the real position and velocity of the test body
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at the new istant of time thought as new initial conditions for an unperturbed Keplerian orbit.
In other words, the real trajectory of the test body at every istant may be approximated by an
osculating Keplerian ellipse. So the perturbed motion can be described in terms of unperturbed
Keplerian elements varying in time. Consider the frame Kfx, y, zg previously dened and a
frame K
′fx′ , y′, z′g with the z′ axis directed along the orbital angular momentum l of the test
body, the plane fx′, y′g coinciding with the orbital plane of the test particle and the x′ axis
directed toward the pericenter. Kfx, y, zg and K ′fx′ , y′, z′g have the same origin located in
the centre of mass of the central body. The Keplerian orbital elements are [3, 17]:
 a, e
The semimajor axis and the ellipticity which dene the shape and the size of the orbit in its
plane.
 Ω, i
The longitude of the ascending node and the inclination which x the orientation of the orbit
in the space, i.e. of K
′fx′, y′, z′g with respect to Kfx, y, zg. The longitude of the ascending
node Ω is the angle in the equatorial plane of Kfx, y, zg between the x axis and the line of
nodes in which the orbital plane intersects the equatorial plane. The inclination i is the angle




The argument of pericenter and the mean anomaly. The argument of pericenter ω is the angle
in the orbital plane between the line of nodes and the x
′
axis; it denes the orientation of the
orbit in its plane. The mean anomaly M species the motion of the test particle on its orbit.
It is related to the mean motion n = (GM)1/2a−3/2, where M is the mass of the gravitating
central source, through M = n(t− tp) in which tp is the time of pericenter passage.
It is customary to dene also the longitude of pericenter
 $ = Ω + ω,
the argument of latitude
 u = ω + f
where f is the angle, called true anomaly, which in the orbital plane determines the position of
the test particle with respect to the pericenter, and the mean longitude at the epoch t0
 ε = $ + n(t0 − tp). If t0 = 0, it is customary to write it as L0 = $ − ntp.
The matrix Rxx′ for the change of coordinates from K
′fx′ , y′, z′g to Kfx, y, zg is [3]: cos Ω cos ω − sin Ω cos i sin ω − cos Ω sin ω − sin Ω cos i cos ω sin Ω sin isin Ω cos ω + cos Ω cos i sin ω − sin Ω sin ω + cos Ω cos i cos ω − cos Ω sin i
sin i sin ω sin i cos ω cos i
 . (22)
Using eq.(22) and x
′
= r cos f , y
′
= r sin f , z
′
= 0 it is possible to express the cgeocentric
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rectangular Cartesian coordinates of the orbiter in terms of its Keplerian elements:
x = r(cosu cosΩ− sin u cos i sin Ω)
y = r(cosu sinΩ + sin u cos i cos Ω)
z = r sin u sin i.
(23)
Redening suitably the origin of the angle Ω so that cos Ω = 1, sin Ω = 0, the previous equations
become: 
x = r cos u
y = r sin u cos i
z = r sin u sin i.
(24)
Dening for the test particle the force function F = −Etot = −(T +U), where T and U are the
kinetic and potential energies per unit mass, it is possible to work out the analytical expressions
for the rate of changes of a, e, i, Ω, ω, M due to any non central gravitational contribution.
To this aim it is useful isolating in U the central part −C of the gravitational eld from the
terms −R which may cause the Keplerian orbital elements to change in time: U = −C − R.
Here and in following sections the geodetic convention for the sign of the potential is used: for
the geodesist the potential energy is minus the potential energy of the physicist [3]. The force
function, for a spherically symmetric body, becomes:
F = GM
r
+R− T = GM
2a
+R. (25)
Concerning the deduction of the perturbative equations, the approach followed in [3, 4] is
adopted. The starting point is the set of the following equations:
dxk
dt





, k = 1, 2, 3, (27)
where xk, k = 1, 2, 3 are the geocentric rectangular Cartesian coordinates of the test body.










, h = 1, .., 6 (28)















are used. Exploiting their time invariance, which allows to use eq.(24) evaluated at perigee
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The idea of this work consists in using Lgm to obtain a suitable non central term Rgm to be
employed in these equations. This can be done considering the Hamiltonian for the test particle:
H = p  v −L. (36)
Inserting in eq.(36) the eq.(19) one has:
H = H(0) +Hgm, (37)
with Hgm = −mc h  v. So it can be posed:
Rgm = −Hgm
m
= c h  v. (38)
Now it is useful to express eq.(38) in terms of the Keplerian elements. Referring to eq.(24),
eq.(10), and recalling that in the frame Kfx, y, zg J = (0, 0, J) and that for an unperturbed
Keplerian motion:
1/r = (1 + e cos f)/a(1− e2), (39)







= −2GJ cos i
c2





In eq.(40) du/dτ ’ df/dτ is assumed due to the the fact that the osculating element ω may
be retained almost constant on the temporal scale of variation of the true anomaly of the test
body.
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4 Periodical and secular gravitomagnetic effects on the
Keplerian orbital elements
The eq.(40) can be used in deriving the non secular, periodical Lense-Thirring eect on the
osculating Keplerian elements of the test body. It is straightforward to obtain:
∂R










































a(1− e2)(1 + e cos f)
_f. (46)
In deducing eq.(42) and eq.(43) the relations u = f − ω and u = f − $ + Ω have been used
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sin i














na3(1− e2)3/2 [ 2 +
1 + e2
e










cos f _f. (52)
When eq.(47)-eq.(52) are integrated over time, the chosen initial istant is that of the pericenter
passage at which f = 0. The periodical eects are:











cos i2 + cos i
sin i




(f + e sin f)




na3(1− e2)3/2 [ 2f +
1 + e2
e






Concerning the secular eects, it is worthwhile noting that they can be obtained in two
equivalent ways. The rst one is the following. When eq.(40) is mediated over one orbital
period of the test body, a, e, i, Ω and ω are to be considered constant:



















a(1− e2) . (59)
The relation du = dω + df = df has been used in eq.(59). The eq.(59) can now be used in
determining the secular changes of the Keplerian orbital elements of the test body. From it one
gets:
∂R



















a(1 − e2)2 . (64)
A particular care is needed for the treatment of n when the derivative of R with respect to a





























a2(1− e2) . (67)
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From eq.(30) and eq.(60) it appears that there are no secular changes in the semimajor axis,
and so the orbital period of the test body, related to the mean motion by P = 2pi/n, can be
considered constant. So in eq.(65) only eq.(66) must be retained. Using the eq.(60)-eq.(65) in


























Note that this approach is completely independent from the periodical eect which would also
have been not at all calculated.
The second strategy in obtaining such a results consists in taking the average over an orbital
period of the previously derived equations for the periodical changes in the osculating elements;















cos fdf = 0. (74)
The physical meaning of the previous equations is more clear if the whole of the orbital plane
of the test particle is considered like an enormous gyroscope whose angular momentum l tends
to preserve its orientation with respect to Kfx, y, zg. This is what it would happen if only
central forces were applied on it. But the gravitomagnetic force mc(vH) is not collinear with
the position vector r of the particle and so it generates a momentum which force l to undergo
a precession. Consequently, the orientation of the orbit and the elements which determine it
change with time. The variation of ω is due to the general fact that the Runge-Lenz vector
lying in the orbital plane is not conserved when the force eld is not central [18].
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5 Discussion and conclusions
The periodical rate equations for the osculating elements released in this paper are identical to
those quoted in [1] apart from the inclination angle i and the longitude of the ascending node















na3(1− e2)3/2 sin u [e sin f cos u + 2 (1 + cos f) sin u]
_f. (76)
The secular rate equations, on the contrary, are the same. Lense and Thirring use a frame
comoving with the test body splitting the gravitomagnetic force into R radial, S tangential
and W normal to the orbital plane components, and obtain their results after long and tedious
calculation in rectangular Cartesian coordinates.
Also Allison and Ashby in [5] tried to derive in an alternative way the gravitomagnetic
precessions working in spherical coordinates and adopting two dierent perturbative schemes
both based on the method of variation of constants. They performed explicitly their calculation


























, i = 1, 2, 3 (80)
and H1 representing the perturbative hamiltonian. The Qk and Pk are directly related to
the Keplerian elements by means of formulas derived resolving in spherical coordinates the
unperturbed Keplerian problem. Such an approach leads to periodical eects which are dierent
both from those quoted in this paper and from those in [1]. Also the method by Allison and
Ashby presents the drawback of rather cumbersome calculation, especially if the cartesian
coordinates are to be used.
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What is the reason for such dierent results concerning the periodical eects? A possible
answer could be that all the quantities with which it has been dealed up to now are not built
up in an invriant manner. Indeed, the dynamical features of a given spacetime solution for the
Einstein’s eld equations cannot be investigated inspecting only some particular components
of the metric tensor gµν or even of the Riemann curvature tensor R
µ
νρσ; their are all quantities
of the rst order in gµν which can easily interchanged among theirselves by means of local
Lorentz trasformations. It is necessary to consider the invariants made with Rµνρσ such as R
R,
which are of second order in gµν . For this topic see [2]. But in the linearized theory used
here the perturbative Lagrangian and Hamiltonian terms used in the rate equations contain
h0k, k = 1, 2, 3 only at rst order, and all the quantities employed are obtained starting
from such perturbative terms. The same holds for the approach followed in [1] and [5]. So
the equations obtained for the periodic eects are strongly dependent from the coordinate
system chosen, and in every calculation a dierent coordinate system has been used. From an
experimental point of view, the choice should be made according to the spacetime coordinates
eectively used in the software employed in the data processing and data reduction steps.
The equality of the secular eect between [1] and this work could be explained in the
following manner. When the average on one orbital period is taken, the dependence from
the rate _f of motion of the rotating frame solidal with the test body used in [1] is removed;
so the eects calculated in the dierent frames merge. This work, among other things, has
demonstrated that the the secular gravitomagnetic eects, which are the most relevant from
an experimental point of view, can be derived in a simply and elegant way independently from
the periodical eects, contrary to [1] in which the latter must be necessarily rstly obtained
and subsequently mediated over the time.
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